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Spa Au Bout du Monde 

"Post-travel Indulgence"

Spa Au Bout du Monde is a tranquil escape from the city chaos, as it offers

an array of rejuvenating therapies and massage treatments to heal

stressed souls. The ambient, relaxing atmosphere at the day spa is an

easy draw, while it also remains famous for those traditional hammams

and other treatments. The attentive, highly professional therapists make

sure their guests feel at ease during the massage and leave with a sense

of satisfaction and delight.

 +33 4 8275 2175  www.auboutdumonde.eu/  contact@auboutdumonde.

eu

 3 Quai de la Pêcherie, Lyon
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Thai Paradis 

"Tranquil Bliss"

Nestled in the city's 1st arrondissement, Thai Paradis promises a

rejuvenating retreat away from the city bustle. The massage parlor

specializes in those remedial Thai massages and offers its guests an array

of restorative treatments to choose from. Its spacious treatment rooms

radiate a tranquil setting, even as its trained therapists and masseurs use

aromatic oils and other hydrating products that provide complete rest to

one's mind, body and soul. Be it the hot stone massage, Balinese massage

or the Indian traditional Ayurvedic treatment, Thai Paradis is your ideal

retreat for some R&R in the heart of Lyon.

 +33 4 7869 8533  www.thaiparadis.fr/  contact@thaiparadis.fr  17 rue Romarin, Lyon
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Lek Ban Thai 

"Balanced Wellness"

As its name suggests, Lek Ban Thai is a full-service Thai spa that

specializes in the remedial indulgences that originated in the Asian

mainland. Stop in for a relaxing time and you are welcomed with a

refreshing cup of tea by the spa's courteous staff. Khanung Ritsakun

Debard is a highly trained Thai masseur who offers an array of restorative

Thai massages that are known to be effective in mitigating muscle pain

and also help in reducing mental stress and fatigue.

 +33 666222527  www.lekbanthai.com/  lekbanthai@gmail.com  9 Rue d'Auvergne, Lyon
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Spa Cinq Mondes 

"Spa Care & Cosmetics"

The founder of Spa Cinq Mondes, Jean-Louis Poiroux, spent over a

decade traveling the world to discover the best methods of care and

massage on the planet. The Spa Cinq Mondes now offers a range of

authentic treatments based on cultural traditions. Also on offer is a line of

cosmetic products with no silicone, artificial coloring, or testing on animals

that allows patrons to bring the spa experience home, guilt free. Perfect
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for rejuvenating and relaxing after a long day's work.

 +33 4 7842 0707  www.cinqmondes.com  49 rue Auguste Comte, Lyon
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Royal Spa 

"Rejuvenating Retreat"

Lyon's Royal Spa transports you to the dreamy set-up of Arabian Nights.

The full-service day spa boasts of a number of body massages and facial

treatments to help you heal your mind, body and soul. Nearly 20

restorative regimes are on offer, along with those relaxing hammams,

sauna tubs and Jacuzzi showers that promise unmatched succor post a

tiring day in the city.

 +33 4 7889 9774  www.royalspa.fr/  75 Cours Vitton, Entrée au 169 bd

Stalingrad, Lyon
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Spa Azium 

"Rest and Repose"

Located at the Pôle de Commerces et de Loisirs Confluence, Spa Azium is

an oasis of peace and serenity. The ambient atmosphere and an

interesting list of restorative treatments make it one of the top city spas to

visit. Dimly-lit massage rooms create a balmy setting for guests, even as

one feels relaxed by those hydrating massage and exfoliating body

scrubs. Kick back post a rejuvenating massage in the tea room and feel

awakened as you step out of this wellspring promising rest and repose.

 +33 4 7892 4141  azium.fr/  spa-

azium@adventuregroup.fr

 112 Cours Charlemagne, Pôle

de Commerces et de Loisirs

Confluence, Lyon
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